About MORN

Jinan Sinicmech Machinery Co., Ltd (MORN Group) is a professional lift platform manufacturer and is also the biggest producer in northern China. Branded with MORN LIFT, our product category covers scissor lift table, goods lift, aerial work platform, home elevator, loading dock ramp and dumbwaiter with both standard models and custom models.

MORN has been adhering to the development guideline of "Safety and Efficiency" ever since the company was founded in 2007. To provide safe, convenient and efficient lifting equipment to facilitate user’s goods handing work and aerial work, we focus on product quality, capacity and durability throughout the process of product design, manufacturing, quality test, trial running and after-sales service.

Tell us your work need and we will recommend you the best suitable lifting solution designed according to your installation site and work requirement.
BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Vertical cargo lift is widely used in indoor or outdoor of the building and warehouse, especially used to lift the goods or pallets between the floors. It provides fast, efficient, convenient and safe access to mezzanines, basement, and any levels in multistoried building.

ADVANTAGE OF MORN CARGO LIFT

PLC control system: Stable & editable Electrical Work Procedure
Customizable service: Providing feasible solutions according to your real working sites
High safety: 125% safety factor than rated capacity
Warranty: 10 years warranty for the main structure and 1 year warranty for the whole machine.

Load capacity, Lifting height, Platform size, Power supply can be customized as customer’s requirements.
TWO DESIGNS OF VERTICAL CARGO LIFT

DOUBLE-POST CARGO LIFT

FOUR-POST CARGO LIFT
CARGO LIFT APPLICATIONS

DOUBLE-POST CARGO LIFT

FOUR-POST CARGO LIFT
Varieties of options and solutions to meet your different site requirement and applications.

- Mesh Enclosure
- Color Steel Tile Enclosure
- Roller Shutter
- Stainless Steel Cabin
- Collapsible Door
- Vertical Sliding Door
- Landing Safety Fence
- Motor Protection Box
- Overload Warning Device
- Fixed Ramp
- Explosion-proof System
- Steel Mesh Cabin
- Double-motor for fast speed
- Electric Lock for Interlocking
- Level-meter for installation
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